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I was 32 and desperate when I found David Greenshields and his
Metta process. My father recommended this treatment to me after he
started to see a decrease in his own Fibromyalgia symptoms. I had
been suffering from the effects of Fibromyalgia for 20 years by then,
and for my entire adult life all I was able to do was work and sleep. I
was frustrated and depressed because the pain and fatigue had forced
me to choose between working and having a personal life. Being
single and self supporting I had to choose work and that was still a
major struggle.
After my first meeting with David I felt hope after years of
hopelessness. I found the treatment difficult at first because I had to
become more aware of the body that I had worked so hard to divorce.
Figuring out what triggered my symptoms was an exercise in self
awareness that was actually quite liberating. I was meeting myself
again; the person that I had given up in order to survive working
was slowly remerging. I'm not saying that it was an immediate fix;
my success was dependant on my desire to be well. I was starting to
wonder if I would ever see results when everything started to click
into place. It felt like I was waking up to an entirely different life.
Illness had changed my life at 12, and wellness changed it again at 32.
For me, changing the way I interact and communicate with others
was the key to recovery.
For the first times since I was a child, I was able to truly enjoy
life. I wanted to be alive and part of thing. I was much more effective
at work. I was fortunate enough to work at a place I enjoyed walking
into every day, but now the frenetic pace was exhilarating rather than
exhausting. I found that I had too much excess energy, and rather
than dreaming about what I would do if only I could, I just did it.
Someone who has never suffered from crippling fatigue wouldn't
understand the sheer joy of being spontaneous. I didn't have to
plan everything ahead of time in order to have recovery time after
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already mentioned, I went to see my doctor.
Maybe next year I/we can step it up a bit to
create awareness???
Our summer time gatherings are coming
up I am hoping to see as many of your
charming faces as possible. My son has
been busy in the garden pulling weeds and
pruning, so that it will look good for us to
relax in this June.
I hope you have a wonderful summer!
Try not to over do it.
Gloria Gray, Editor

:-)

Hello readers
I hope that you will enjoy yet another edition of
the InforME Magazine. We have worked hard to make
it a quality read for you. Chris Heppner has written a
fascinating article about biomarkers, for M.E/CFS, that has
me thinking and asking my doctor questions. This was one
of the information sheets I handed to my doctor on M.E.
Awareness Day, as a way of creating awareness. My friend
Beth contributed a wonderful recipe that you can do two
ways so that you can enjoy two ethnic flavors. I was pleased
when one of David Greenshields patients was willing to
share some of her life story and how David was able to help
her. When I attended one of the fibromyalgia meetings I
learned about Representation Agreements from Reg Miller.
I found the information was vital for people with any
chronic illness. I hope you find it useful.
In my travels I came across a Gluten Free Bakery! Yes
I know, I was excited too! I bought the focaccia bread and
found it hard not to gobble up in one sitting. The name of
this bakery is Origin Gluten-free Bakery. You will find it at
1525 Pandora Ave. in the Stadicona Center. Phone # is 250590-4149. E-mail: marion@originbakery.com Web: www.
originbakery.com I had a nice chat with her and she is
committed to producing quality baked goods. The bakery
sells anything from Breads to fancy cakes.
Canada has become one of the first countries in the
world to bar people with chronic fatigue syndrome from
donating blood. The precautionary move is a result of
Health Canada’s concern over a virus known as XMRV,
which has been potentially been linked to CFS. XMRV also
closely resembles the HIV virus. Until the doctor considers
a patient cured and/or studies prove that CFS cannot be
transmitted through blood, we cannot give blood. It was
reported that 340,000 Canadians have CFS. Some are
outraged saying that this is discrimination. I say it is better
to be safe than sorry. We have to ask the question, ‘Are
we spreading this disease by sharing our blood?’ I don’t
know, but I don’t want anyone else to have to suffer with
what we go through even for a day. Now that CFS has been
linked to the XMRV virus, we might be getting some more
attention. That is my hope. Perhaps the kind of attention
that will result in truly finding the cause and a cure. The
word cure just put a smile on my face.
On M.E Awareness Day I did make some effort to tell
all that I came in contact with that it was a special day and
why. I called some members, talked to friends and as I

continued from front page
something as simple as sweeping or washing
dishes. I travelled to India and spent a month
backpacking in Rajasthan, something that I had
always dreamed of doing. I also went camping
on the beach, hiking through the woods with a
50 pound pack. Nothing was impossible. I also
took up Dragon boat racing and discovered
an immense love of being on the water. In all
actuality, I discovered joy! My relationships
with friends and family improved as did my
relationship with myself.
Two years ago, at the age of 34, I suffered
a stroke due to a previously undiagnosed
autoimmune disorder. Once again my life
underwent drastic change. The skills and insight
tuvwtuvwtuvwtuvwtuvw4

that I gained through working with David have
enabled me to better deal with and move beyond
the trauma of this event. Every day presents new
challenges, but I have the ability and confidence
to face them. Of everything that I took away from
my experience with David, the most life altering
lesson was that joy and beauty are everywhere if
you slow down long enough to see it.

David Greenshields
M.A. C.Q.S.W. RSW
DG@davidgreenshields.com
250-381-9626 Victoria BC
3vwtuvwtuvwtuvwtuvwtu

Make and Register a Representation Agreement
Who has legal authority to help you:

?

Manage your finances
Give or refuse consent for medical care
Make living arrangements
If you become ill…
If you are in an accident…
If you need assistance now…

Introduction
This fact sheet provides information about
making and registering a legal plan in case you
need someone to act on your behalf due to an
illness, accident or disability.
While a Will only takes effect after your death,
a Representation Agreement and an Enduring
Power of Attorney are legal tools for when you are
alive and need help to make decisions and manage
your affairs.
What is a Representation Agreement?
A Representation Agreement is a legal document
and the ONLY way to appoint someone to act on
your behalf for health and personal care matters.
It can also cover routine financial and legal affairs.
Why make a Representation Agreement?
The reasons for making a Representation
Agreement are the same as for making a Will:
You stay in control.

You decide who will carry out your wishes.
It makes things easier on family and friends.
It avoids the need for other authorities, such as
the government, to be involved in your personal
and private affairs.
When is an Agreement needed?
….John had a serious fall. He is in hospital with
broken bones, internal injuries and is having more
tests. Who will pay the bills and renew the car
insurance? Who will help his wife Mary who has
memory problems and relies on John for support
on a daily basis?
….Jas was in a car accident. She is confused and
has trouble concentrating. The doctor does not
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know if her difficulties are temporary or long
term. Who will help her deal with ICBC? Who
will hire a lawyer, if needed, to settle the claim?
….Marco is in hospital following a ski accident.
His condition is stable and the doctor needs to get
consent to do surgery. Marco is unconscious and
cannot say yes or no. Who would Marco trust to
consent on his behalf?
….Aimee had a stroke. She is paralyzed on one
side and has very limited verbal communication.
Who can make arrangements for Aimee’s
rehabilitation at home or at a facility?
Who should make an Agreement?
Everyone needs a plan; BEFORE a crisis happens.
As the examples above show, a plan may be
needed for more than end-of-life situations.
Accidents can happen to anyone at any age.
In British Columbia, if you are an adult (19 years
or older), no one has automatic right to manage
your affairs if you need help due to an illness,
accident or disability.
Making a plan allows you to stay in control. If
you do not have a plan in place, other laws and
policies, involving the court, government or other
authorities will decide for you.
How do I make a plan for health and personal
care?
A Representation Agreement is the only way to
appoint someone to act on your behalf for health
and personal care matters.
The law that governs Representation Agreements
is called the Representation Agreement Act.
Who can make an Agreement?
To make a Representation Agreement, you must
be 19 years or older and a resident of BC.
Who do I appoint in my Representation
Agreement?
People choose a spouse, a family member or a
friend as their representative. It is a good idea
to also name an alternate representative so you
have a back-up in case something happens to the
representative.
Your representative can live in another city,
province or country. The Nidus Registry (see
page 4) makes it easy and quick for them to be
contacted.
There are many factors to consider when choosing
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someone to be your representative, such as your
trust in them, their knowledge of you, their skills
and their health.
You can also appoint a monitor in your
Agreement. The monitor can check up and make
sure your representative is following his or her
duties. The monitor can help solve problems and
be a resource to the representative to talk things
over with.
What are the duties of a representative?
The first duty of a representative is to help you
make your own decisions.
The law requires a representative to act honestly
and in good faith. They must keep a record of
decisions they make on your behalf.
Your representative makes decisions according
to your wishes, preferences and beliefs, not their
own opinion.
Your representative has the same right as you have
to access information and documents about you,
including medical records and test results. They
must keep your personal information confidential.
However, they can release information to others
(e.g. specialists, medical services plan, insurance
agencies) as necessary in order to carry out their
duties.
When does a representative act?
The law says that a doctor must get consent before
giving you health care treatment. If the doctor
determines you are incapable of understanding
the treatment being offered, and its risks and
benefits, then the doctor must get consent from
someone who can legally act for you. Making a
Representation Agreement is the only way for
YOU to choose the person who may consent on
your behalf.
What about a living will?
Living will is a term and idea from the United
States. Sometimes people use a living will or
advance directive to express wishes in writing
about refusing treatment at end-of-life. Some
Health Authorities have developed advance care
planning forms.
The living will and other forms are not valid
for appointing someone to act on your behalf.
A Representation Agreement is the only way to
appoint someone to speak on your behalf for

health care and personal care matters.
Discuss your wishes with your representative; give
them a copy of any forms you sign related to your
wishes about treatment
What health and personal care powers does
the Agreement cover?
The powers you can give your representative are
in two sections of the Representation Agreement
Act. Standard powers are listed in Section 7.
Additional powers are listed in Section 9. The two
sections have different requirements.
Everyone starts with standard powers. Standard
powers cover major and minor healthcare and
personal care matters including:
1. immunizations,
2. tests, medications;
3. dental work,
4. physiotherapy;
5. where you live
6. arranging support services;
7. diet, exercise, grooming, personal safety;
8. taking part in activities;
9. end-of-life comfort care.
There is no up-front test of capability for standard
powers. The law says that even if someone needs
help now with decisions they may make this kind
of Agreement. This might be the case for Mary,
Jas or Aimee (examples on front page) as well as
adults with a developmental disability. There is
no requirement to go to a lawyer or notary public
for an Agreement with only standard powers.
Contact Nidus at info@nidus.ca
ADDITIONAL POWERS
You can add powers to your Agreement for
broader coverage. Additional powers you can give
your representative are:
the final say to refuse life support on your behalf
(in the event your wishes conflict with medical
opinion or family members);
making temporary arrangements for the care and
education needs of your minor children;
allowing your representative to override your
objections for treatment or facility placement you
wanted when well but object to when ill (e.g. you
have a mood disorder. When you are manic, you

lose insight and do not recognize you need help);
consenting to experimental treatments that
have no known benefit and are not approved by
governing authorities.
For Agreements with any additional powers you
must consult a lawyer and you must be capable of
understanding what you are signing. The lawyer
draws up the forms.
The law will be changing to remove the
requirement to consult a lawyer. Watch the Nidus
website for news www.nidus.ca
What if I don’t have a Representation
Agreement for health care?
If you are found incapable of making a
specific health care decision and there is no
Representation Agreement, the doctor or other
health care provider must select someone to
be your Temporary Substitute Decision Maker
(TSDM).
The law lists who can be selected as the TSDM
starting with 1) spouse; 2) an adult child; 3) a
parent; 4) a brother or sister; 5) any other relative
by birth or adoption. If you have no family, the
doctor must contact the Public Guardian &
Trustee (government official). Only the PGT
can authorize a friend or in-law. If no one else is
available, the PGT staff will decide for you.
Although the doctor has to follow the list in
order, this is not always straightforward. If Marco
(example on front page) has no spouse but more
than one adult child, the law doesn’t tell the
doctor which adult child to select as the TSDM.
The doctor also has to determine if the TSDM
meets certain qualifications set out in the law.
A TSDM only has temporary authority for the
immediate decision at hand. It is possible you
might have a different person acting as your
TSDM at different times. TSDMs often feel
unprepared because they are only selected when
there is a health crisis.
You can take charge by making and registering a
Representation Agreement in advance of a crisis.
Having a representative ensures continuity and
certainty for you. It avoids potential conflict and
confusion for family and friends. It saves time for
health professionals and frees up health system
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resources for primary care.
How do I make a plan for financial and legal
matters?
Both the Representation Agreement and the
Enduring Power of Attorney cover financial
and legal matters. There are some important
differences between them with respect to
capability requirements, safeguards and the
powers involved.
Most people will use the Enduring Power of
Attorney to cover their financial and legal matters
and a Representation Agreement to cover health
and personal care.
When would I use an Enduring Power of
Attorney for finances?
An Enduring Power of Attorney (EPA) covers all
financial and legal powers, including dealing with
real estate. The Enduring Power of Attorney is
governed by the Power of Attorney Act.
You must be capable of understanding what you
are signing in order to make an EPA.
The person you appoint is called your attorney.
This does not mean lawyer. Most people name a
spouse, family member or friend. You may also
appoint a Trust Company or Credit Union. These
institutions will charge fees to act on your behalf.
BANK POWER OF ATTORNEY
A Power of Attorney made at your Bank or Credit
Union applies only to that specific institution. It
will not work for dealing with Revenue Canada,
pension benefits or various other financial and
legal matters.
THE ENDURING CLAUSE
You will not find the word ‘enduring’ in your
Power of Attorney document. Instead, check for
the following or similar wording, which means
the Power of Attorney will continue to be effective
(endure) even if you become incapable:
In accordance with the Power of Attorney Act
I declare that this power of attorney may be
exercised during any subsequent mental infirmity
on my part.
JOINT OWNERSHIP
Even if you own real estate property jointly, an
EPA can be crucial. If you become incapable,
the co-owner would have to go to court to get
authority to sell the house, unless you made an
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EPA in advance.
When would I use a Representation Agreement
for finances?
The law says an adult may make a Representation
Agreement to cover routine finances even if the
adult is incapable of managing their own affairs.
This provides an alternative to guardianship.
Mary, Jas and Aimee (examples on front page)
may use the Representation Agreement to get
help with financial affairs such as banking,
renewing car insurance, paying facility or home
care fees, applying for benefits or managing
investments. Without the Representation
Agreement, someone might have to apply to
court for guardianship in order to help with these
matters.
Guardianship involves hiring a lawyer and
applying to court. The judge will first determine
the person is incapable. The judge then decides if
the person applying would be a suitable guardian
(called Committee [Kaw-mi-tay] of Estate). This
process costs $5,000 or more, it takes away the
person’s civil rights and is difficult to reverse. The
guardian must submit their accounts to the Public
Guardian and Trustee (government official) for
review.
With the Representation Agreement, there is no
need to label the person incapable so they can get
help from those they trust and who know them.
The Representation Agreement has built-in
safeguards for finances. The powers do not
include dealing with real estate. The law requires
that someone be named as a monitor or two or
more representatives must act jointly for finances.
(If the representative is the spouse, a monitor is
not required.)
Where can I register my documents?
Nidus operates the only centralized Registry for
Representation Agreements and Enduring Powers
of Attorney. The Registry is private and secure. It
ensures your information is available to those you
authorize (such as hospitals). The Registry is a
safeguard for your wishes.
Registration is optional. It assists with
communication. Contact Nidus for details.
Can I make changes to my Agreement?
The Nidus website has information about

changing or revoking your document.
What are the next steps?
See the enclosed worksheet Ready– Set—Plan!

neighbours or friends to contact your
representative if they know you are in
hospital and need help?
Q Do these discussions produce more
questions? Visit the Nidus website www.
nidus.ca
The people you appoint will need
information on their roles and
responsibilities.
Let them read the accompanying fact
sheet Make and Register a Representation
Agreement.
Give them the Nidus website www.nidus.ca

Ready – Set – Plan!


Gather information
Sources of information: Read the accompanying

fact sheet Make and Register a Representation
Agreement, February 2010.
Visit the Nidus website at www.nidus.ca
Attend a presentation if available. Nidus, other
community groups and professionals may hold
seminars on this topic. For Nidus events visit the
Nidus website, see the calendar under “News and
Events.”
Review what you have in place now and what you
need:
List what you have in place so far.
Q Do you have gaps in your plan? Do you need to
make changes? Are you just getting started?


Talk with the people you want to involve
It is important to choose people you are

comfortable with and who will respect your
wishes.
Set up a meeting, in person or by phone, to talk
with family and friends about your ideas.
Note any questions or concerns they might have
that you need to address. For example, they might
be concerned about meeting your expectations.
Q Are there practical issues to think about?
For example, if you want someone who lives
in another city, province or country to be
your representative, can you arrange for local


Think through the set-up of your
document(s)

Determine the areas of authority you need
to cover.
Q Do you have some things in place
already?
Most people will make a Representation
to cover health and personal care and an
Enduring Power of Attorney for financial
and legal matters.
Decide how many people you will name and
what roles they will have.
Q Will you choose a different person for
finances than for health and personal care?
If yes, how do you want them to work
together? What if money is needed to pay
for medical equipment, private care or
facility care? What takes priority – spending
money on you or saving it for the estate?
Q If you name more than one person for
the same role, how do you want them to
communicate and work together? For
example, if you name two representatives,
do you want them to act jointly or may they
act separately? What if they disagree?
TIP: If you make an Enduring Power of
Attorney (EPA), make sure your name on
the EPA matches your name as it appears
on the title of your real estate property. This
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makes it easier if the person you appoint has to
use the EPA at the Land Title Office.


Make and register your plan
Here are some options for making your

documents:
If you want to make a Representation Agreement
to cover ALL health and personal care powers
(i.e. standard + additional/broader powers), you
must consult a lawyer. The law will be changing to
remove the requirement to consult a lawyer, but
there is no set date. Keep in touch with Nidus for
news of this change.
For a Representation Agreement with only
standard powers, Nidus offers a Self-help Kit for
purchase. Contact Nidus for more information.
Send an email to info@nidus.ca
Nidus does not have forms for Enduring Power
of Attorney. Most people go to a lawyer or notary
public to make an Enduring Power of Attorney.
To find a lawyer, call Lawyer Referral Service at
604-687-3221 or 1-800-663-1919. To contact a
notary public, call the Society of Notaries Public
of BC at 604-681-4516 or 1-800-663-0343 or
www.notaries.bc.ca
Nidus operates the only centralized Registry for
Representation Agreements and Enduring Powers
of Attorney. If you use the services of a lawyer or
notary public to make your documents, you can
ask them to register it for you or you can contact
Nidus directly at registry@nidus.ca
Registration is $25 to set up your record and
register the first document. Each additional
document is $10. There are no annual fees.


Distribute copies and keep information
current

Keep your original in a safe but accessible place.
Give copies to those you have named in your
documents. Give copies to key professionals and
institutions.
If you go to hospital or other care setting, make
sure a copy of your Representation Agreement is
put in your chart or file.
If you sign any advance care planning forms put
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out by the Health Authority or a living will or
advance directive or other hospital or facility
forms about your wishes for care or treatment,
ensure you give a copy to your representative.
Completing your plan offers peace of mind. But
you should review it from time to time to ensure
it is still current.
Most important is to keep in contact with the
people you have named. Keep them informed of
changes in your health and personal life.
Prepare a list of contact information that
representatives and attorneys may need if they
have to act on your behalf. See the example
Personal Information Record on the Nidus
website in the section called Information and
Publications.
Keep the Registry up-to-date if phone numbers
change

411 Dunsmuir Street, Vancouver BC V6B 1X4
TEL 604.408.7414 FAX 604.801.5506
Nidus is a non-profit, registered charitable
organization www.nidus.ca
February 2010. Permission to copy for noncommercial purposes and only as a complete
publication.

Chronic Fatigue is Difficult to
Diagnose
Found in The Times Colonist, on Friday May
7th was a headline reading "Chronic Fatigue is
Difficult to Diagnose" which was written by Dr.
Paul Donohue. He writes a column, Your Good
Health. A concerned patient wrote a Dear Dr.
Donohue letter explaining how he felt washed out
and that his Doctor suggested that he had CFS.
Dr. Donohue wrote back about how difficult CFS
was to diagnose, some characteristics of CFS
and possible causes etc. In Dr. Donohue's closing
statement he recommended a graded exercise
program to help a patient cope with/manage ones
physical and mental performance. Please read on

for Chris Heppner's response. GG
Dear Sir,
Dr. Donohue’s response in Friday’s Times
Colonist to a query about Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome is all too characteristic of the woeful
ignorance of nearly all doctors about this serious
and quite common disease. It is indeed difficult
to diagnose, partly because the tests that would
best characterize it are not available or not used;
impedance cardiography would show that we
have very low circulating blood volume, and tests
for Natural Killer cell numbers and functionality
would show a significant problem in our immune
systems. Neither test seems available in BC on
a regular basis. Dr. Donohue then makes things
worse by advising a "graded exercise" program.
This has been shown again and again to make
patients worse, but because CFS has largely
fallen into the hands of the psychiatrists, the
medical and biological tests are ignored, and
we are encouraged to exercise ourselves into a
crash in the mistaken belief that we suffer from
an exercise phobia. There are treatments such as
antivirals that help some patients, but no doctors
here with enough experience and knowledge to
use them.
In October of last year a major paper was
published in the prestigious journal Science
showing that a high percentage of us had a
retrovirus, XMRV, previously identified in highly
aggressive prostate cancer patients. It is suspected
of having a causal relationship to CFS, though
this has not yet been demonstrated. As a result,
we are now banned, quite properly, from donating
blood in Canada, and some other countries have
followed suit.
Patients with CFS are now in the lamentable
position of being modern day lepers, shunned and
ignored. Doctors know nothing about us, there is
virtually no research being done on the condition
in Canada, and some of the supplements that
help are banned or have been made over into
extremely expensive pharmaceutical drugs that
most doctors do not know anything about–Acetyl
l-Carnitine is a good example.
May 12 is CFS awareness day; we can only

hope that some people do in fact begin to become
aware. One factor that might help is the recent
decision by the Ontario Health Services Appeal
and Review Board that the superior skill of a
surgeon located in the US meant that the Ontario
Health Insurance Plan should pay his costs,
since the Ontario surgeons did not have enough
experience to justify the risk. There was an
excellent CFS doctor in BC until he recently took
a well deserved retirement; now we would have
to go to Alberta or Ontario to find an overworked
but skilled and experienced doctor who might
see us in two years. To get swifter skilled care
we would have to go to one of the good doctors
in the US. Maybe we should launch a test case to
see if the BC health system would pay for such a
trip and the follow-up necessary.
~Chris Heppner
OK hold onto your spatula...just try to
top this cake recipe printed years ago in a
Homemaker’s Magazine.

HAPPINESS CAKE:
4 cups love
3 c cups understanding
4 Tbsp. thoughtfulness
3 tsp. helpfulness
•
Sift together thoroughly; add appropriate
amounts of work and play.
Season with security and mutal planning,
then place in a pan well greased
with a sense of humour. When the cake is
done, top it off with a thick coating
of spirituality and serve on a platter of
friendliness garnished with smile

Submitted by Krissoula Vincent
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Biomarkers for ME/CFS
by Chris Hepner
The answer to the question “what biomarkers
are there for ME/CFS?” can range from a simple
“none” to a page or more of detailed tests–see for
instance p.18 of the splendid but widely ignored
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis / Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome: A Clinical Case Definition and
Guidelines for Medical Practitioners. An Overview
of the Canadian Concensus Document, by Bruce
M. Carruthers and Marjorie I. van de Sande
(available free on the web– www.mefmaction.net/
Portals/0/docs/ME-Overview.pdf ). The standard
bureaucratic medical line is that there are no clear
biomarkers for the disease, a view that makes it
easy to dismiss it as a non-disease, as psychogenic,
or whatever, and to refuse testing and treatment.
It is unfortunately still true that there is as yet no
single, 100% sure test that will determine whether
or not a patient has this thing–whatever it is–and
the fact that research shows that there are at least
7 genetically distinguishable subgroups of CFS,
which tend to show distinct patterns of symptoms,
does not simplify things.
But there are a good many tests that will point in
the direction of CFS, and certainly the page full of
tests detailed by Carruthers would provide a clear
answer, if they were actually done. Here I shall
interpret the term “biomarkers” to mean anything
that is observable and/or measurable, as distinct
from reported symptoms, and will just list a few of
the tests that might give useful results, and some of
which might–or might not–be actually obtainable.
To start with a very simple little test; Cheney
points out that most of his patients have more or
less obliterated finger prints–certainly I do–and
that this is rare in the general population. Other
tests can be roughly organized according to which
body system they investigate. Many of these tests
are probably not readily available here, though
I would welcome any information on this from
people who have had them.Cardiac / circulatory
In an essay published in 2003 (“Abnormal
impedance cardiography predicts symptom severity
in chronic fatigue syndrome,”, PMID: 12920435)
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Peckerman showed that a very high percentage
of us have low heart output, that drops further
and significantly when we stand up, leading to
orthostatic intolerance. Impedance cardiography,
aka Plethysmography, was used to show this. This
essay pushed Paul Cheney to declare in his 2006
“The Heart of the Matter” talk that we are all in
“diastolic heart failure.” The results of Cheney’s
own testing for this are recorded on his 2009 DVD,
“CFS: Is Oxygen the Problem?” Some of us have
lower heart output while standing than some on
hospital wards awaiting a heart transplant! Nancy
Klimas’s Miami group has recently confirmed the
finding that severe CFS patients have low blood
volume and low red blood cell volume (PMID:
19469714); we are in cardiac trouble, no matter
what our cardiologists claim.
An echocardiogram will often show some
warning signs of diastolic dysfunction, which
according to Cheney we virtually all suffer
from–these signs are found in such figures as the
ratio between the E(early) and A(atrial) waves
of the diastole (the filling phase of the heart’s
rhythmic pumping cycle); “normal” is 1.4, and
under 1 suggests the beginning of dysfunction.
Cheney warns–and my experience supports his
observation–that many cardiologists are not
sensitized to the significance of this, and focus on
the Ejection Fraction, which in CFS may be high–
Cheney reports it can be as high as 80% even while
the heart is pumping an inadequate volume of blood
through the body. Abnormal, dyssynchronous
septal wall motion may accompany this syndrome.
One reason cardiologists don’t like focusing on this
is that they don’t know what to do about it–none
of the standard heart drugs really help, though
keeping blood pressure low (not a problem for
most CFSers) is good.
Autonomic Dysfunction
Associated with diastolic dysfunction–indeed,
Cheney says that it is the primary symptom–is
Orthostatic Intolerance, or distress after standing
for a time. This is a signal of autonomic dysfunction,
associated with disturbances in the control of blood
pressure and blood volume among other things.
Such things can be tested for–tilt table testing
is the high-tech way of unmasking orthostatic

intolerance, though there are much simpler ways–
check your blood pressure and heart rate while
lying down for ten minutes, then stand without
moving and check them at five minute intervals
until you have had enough (see instructions and
interpretation at http://www.oiresource.com/
oitest.htm). There are other symptoms of AD,
including eye pupil response, heart rate variability,
etc., but OI has the strongest association with CFS.
AD is not in any way peculiar to CFS–we have to
share it with other conditions–but it is a strongly
marked, though not quite universal, feature, and
can be tested for.
Mitochondrial function
The immediate cause of diastolic dysfunction
appears to be mitochondrial--Cheney has described
the heart as virtually one huge mitochondrion,
so densely packed is it with those tiny energy
producing organelles. Dr. Sarah Myhill in England
has teamed up with some researchers to produce a
complex test for mitochondrial function, described
in a paper (Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and
Mitochondrial Dysfunction, PMID: 19436827)
that focuses on the production of ATP, the basic
molecule of human energy, calling the test an “ATP
profile” test. Unfortunately, this bundle of tests is
currently not available to patients outside the UK,
and in any case is expensive–about £300 including
an interpretive letter from Dr. Myhill. It is, however,
capable of differentiating between Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome and other fatigue states.
Recently, Hokama (PMID: 19623655) has
found anticardiolipin antibodies in the sera of CFS
patients, suggesting that our immune systems are
attacking the membranes of our mitochondria
(XMRV at work?); this could conceivably develop
into a biomarker for the disease, though it might
be relevant to several diseases, and is not ready for
the market yet.
One theory of mitochondrial dysfunction is
that proposed by Rich van Konynenburg in his
theory that a methylation block leads to a decrease
in the glutathione that should help deal with the
reactive oxygen species that can overwhelm the
ability of mitochondria to produce energy. There
is a test available from Vitamin Diagnostics in
the US called the Methylation Pathways Panel

that will show if there is a methylation block and
glutathione depletion; it costs $300, and you would
have to explain it to your doctor. It would not
directly show that you have CFS–autism seems to
share in this mechanism too--but it would show
that you have a metabolic malfunction that might
explain your fatigue, and again in conjunction with
other tests would point firmly to CFS.
Exercise function
Post exertional malaise (PEM) is one of the key
symptoms of the disease, and it is measurable–
though the test is a cruel one that will put many
in bed for a week. In a paper published a year or
two ago (PMID: 20095909), Staci Stevens of the
Pacific Fatigue Lab showed that though all controls
recovered fully from a maximal cardiopulmonary
test within 48 hours (most much more rapidly than
that) only 1 out of 25 patients with CFS did; the
fatigue lingered. In another paper, she and others
showed that though CFS patients did reasonably
(though not well) on an initial such test, they all
showed poorer to much poorer performance on
a retest the next day, while controls did as well or
better. PEM can be demonstrated and measured,
though at a heavy cost to the patient in time down,
and seems peculiar to our disease.
Immune function
Natural Killer cells are usually low both in
number and function in CFS, and one essay showed
that patients with such low NK activity reported
more cognitive dysfunction, more daytime
impairment and less energy (Siegel SD, PMID:
16731230), but this was an essay that focused on
sub-groups–the control was another group of CFS
patients with more or less normal NK cells. This
points to the existence of subgroups as one of the
problems--unless of course XMRV proves to be
the single key to it all. My attempt to get NK cells
tested failed; perhaps an immunologist would be
able to order the test.
Other immune disorders show up; a very
recent essay by Nancy Klimas, “Plasma cytokines
in women with chronic fatigue syndrome”
(Journal of Translational Medicine 2009, 7:96)
concludes: “The following cytokines were
elevated in CFS compared to controls: LTalpha,
IL-1alpha, IL-1beta, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6 and IL-12.
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The following cytokines were decreased in CFS:
IL-8, IL-13 and IL-15. The following cytokines
were not different: TNFalpha, IFNgamma, IL2,IL-10, IL-23 and IL-17.” The conclusion is:
“Cytokine abnormalities are common in CFS. In
this study, 10 of 16 cytokines examined showed
good to fair promise as biomarkers; however,
the cytokine changes observed are likely to
be more indicative of immune activation and
inflammation, rather than specific for CFS.”
However, in another essay (Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome: Inflammation, Immune Function,
and Neuroendocrine Interactions, 2007, PMID:
18177602) Klimas reviews the evidence, and
lists the following testable shifts and disruptions:
CD 8 cells “typically demonstrate an increase
in activation markers...and a reduction in CD
8 suppressor cells. Levels of CD 26...are also
elevated in patients with CFS.” There is a shift
towards Th 2 dominance, with partial suppression
of Th 1; there is a good deal of evidence for
abnormalities in RNase-L. In another essay just
published Klimas confirms that Natural Killer
Cell cytotoxicity is strongly associated with CFS,
and could be used as a biomarker, as could CD26
independently and non-redundantly (Fletcher
MA, Biomarkers in Chronic Fatigue Syndrome,
available on www.plosone.org).
In other words, a thorough immune
function testing would almost certainly reveal
abnormalities, and produce a profile that an
informed doctor could interpret as pointing
strongly towards CFS. But our chances of getting
such a workup here are, I fear, pretty low; one
would probably have to go to see Nancy Klimas’s
new clinic in Miami (not an unattractive idea!),
or the WPI in Reno Nevada, or, most expensive
of all, Paul Cheney’s clinic in North Carolina.
There are other doctors in the US who could
handle this, as could Eleanor Stein in Calgary, but
I gather she is not taking any new patients, and
so could Alison Bested in Toronto, but I think the
same is true of her.
Virus loads
Most of us carry a load of reactivated or new
viruses--EBV, CMV, HHV-6 and 7–enteroviruses,
etc.-- and these of course could be tested for.
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Some of these viruses will appear in a good
percentage of healthy people, but Peterson points
out that while such people usually carry a few
viruses at modest levels, most CFSers carry an
extraordinary number, some of which will be
present in high concentrations. XMRV is of
course a special case; there are specific tests for
it, though they are still being worked on, and
the situation is still fluid; there have been several
recent essays claiming not to find it in CFS
populations, but those essays are open to serious
criticisms, and there are very recent rumours
of possible successes in replicating the Science
essay of last 8 October. If those prove true, we
will finally have something like a single, widely
applicable biomarker, and the whole situation
would change rapidly. But it may well not be that
simple.
Neurology and Cognition
Very recently, P. Flor-Henry et al. from
Alberta published a paper (PMID: 20006474)
showing that when studied with a 43 channel
EEG, women with CFS could fairly reliably be
distinguished from healthy controls during spatial
and verbal testing–the success rate was 72% while
the subjects were at rest, and 83% during verbal
cognition tests; there were “significant differences”
between the groups visible. There have been
other papers showing clear neurological
differences between CFS patients and healthy
controls on such tests as the Romberg, which
tests for loss of balance with the eyes closed,
and ocular tests may show slow, jerky saccades,
slow changing of visual fixation, tear film
abnormalities, etc. But be careful in asking for
such tests–driving licenses might be at risk! Sleep
tests would make a clear distinction between
our sleep patterns and those characteristic of
depression, for instance--but again, don’t expect
a neat easy use of such testing to gain us a
diagnosis. Sorry!
I could go on, but I think the general picture
is clear enough; if a doctor who knew the disease
well were to do all the appropriate tests, s/he
could make a pretty definitive diagnosis–and
could possibly suggest some things that would
help, though not cure. But that is not likely to

happen in the near future. If XMRV proves to be
the “gate-keeper” that controls the whole process
from behind the scenes, I think the situation
should improve fairly rapidly over the next couple
of years or so (Abbott Diagnostics is already
interested in working on that retrovirus test)–so
let’s hope that the rumour about impending good
news on that front proves solidly based.
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ITS NEW!!
Registered Disability Savings Plan
The new Registered Disability Savings Plan
(RDSP) is a savings plan designed specifically
for people with disabilities. It is a new savings
plan that has been introduced by the federal
government. The RDSP is designed to help people
with disabilities and their families save money for
their long-term financial security.
What does the RDSP allow you to do?
With an RDSP you can:
Save up to a maximum of $200,000 of
contributions. The tax on the money is deferred
which means you do not pay tax on your savings
while it is in the savings account. Contributions
cannot be made to the RDSP after you turn 60
years old.
Qualify for the Canada Disability Savings
Grant (CDSG) and get up to $3,500 annually. The
CDSG is an income-tested grant from the federal
government. Here’s how it works: if your family
income is under $75,769, you may receive $1,500
on the first $500 of contributions and $2,000 on
the next $1,000 contributions. You can receive
a lifetime maximum of $70,000 from this grant
until you turn 50.
Qualify for the income-tested federal Canada
Disability Savings Bond (CDSB). This is
an annual amount of $1,000 up to a lifetime
maximum of $20,000 that you may receive if
your family income is below $21,287. If your
family income is between $21,287 - $37,885 the
grant may be pro-rated. Again, you cannot receive
this after you are 50 years age. No contribution is

required to receive the CDSB.
Your provincial disability or income assistance
benefits
Your provincial disability or income assistance
benefits will not be stopped or reduced because
of any RDSP savings or withdrawals. This is
because the Minister of Housing and Social
Development has introduced regulations that
exempt RDSP assets and income from being
counted as unearned income.
One-to-one assistance available
How to establish an RDSP contact:
The BC Coalition of People with Disabilities
(BCCPD) and Planned Lifetime Advocacy
Networks (PLAN) are offering free one-to-one
assistance for people opening RDSP accounts.
PLAN and the BCCPD can assist you over the
phone, in person, and over email.They can assist
you to determine whether the RDSP is a good
fit, how to become eligible, open an account and
answer questions.
For assistance please contact:
BCCPD at 1-800-663-1278,
email rdsp@bccpd.bc.ca.
Online, including a link to our RDSP Help
Sheet: http://www.bccpd.bc.ca/rdsp.htm
Or PLAN at 604-439-9566
email rdsp@plan.ca
This website includes information about
free community workshops:
http://www.forthefuture.ca

UPDATE FROM May 28, 2010
From BCCPD www.abilities.ca
Important Changes Concerning RDSP
The first and most interesting change allows
the rollover of an RSP or RIF to an RDSP upon
the death of the RSP or RIF holder. This is
important as it would allow the deceased to
continue to support their loved ones by rolling
their investments over to a beneficiary's RDSP.
There are a few important guidelines around this;
the rollover will reduce the contribution room
within the RDSP; it will not be eligible for the
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Canada Disability Savings Grant (CDSG); and
the amount will also be taxable to the beneficiary
upon withdrawal from the RDSP. This change is
proposed to go into effect July 2011.
The second change is to allow a 10 year carry
forward of the RDSP grants and bonds. In simple
terms, all grant and bond entitlements will be
determined for the preceding 10 years (back
to 2008) based on the beneficiary's family net
income. There is an annual maximum of $10,500,
however the remainder of the unused grant and
bond entitlement can be carried forward to future
years. This change is proposed to go into effect in
January 2011.
If you haven't already, I encourage you to
investigate the RDSP in order to determine
whether it's right for you

e
MEFM 2010 SPEAKERS FORUM

MEFM Society of BC hosted a forum in
Vancouver, May 29, 2010
The topic was
TRENDS IN RESEARCH AND TREATMENT
OF ME AND FM with GUEST SPEAKERS:

e

Bruce M. Carruthers – MD, CM, FRCP(C)
James V. Dunne – MB, FRCP(C)
Jan Venter – MD, CCFP
This forum could provide us with information
that we can distribute confidently to our medical
community. The MEFM Society of BC has audio
taped the speakers and the panel and intend
to publish reports in upcoming issues of their
newsletter. They will consider teleconferencing as
an option for their next forum.
MEFM Society of BC,
Tel: 604-878-7707
Toll-free: 1-888-353-6322
E-mail: info@mefm.bc.ca
www.mefm.bc.ca
Membership: $25/year
Also we will forward by email or publish more on
this as it becomes available to us.
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Continuum movement
by Lorraine Huntley

One of my frustrations at being a human with
this big complicated brain is that I get stuck on
bringing in more and more information in hopes
that ideas, words, other people or something else
can help me. I sporadically do yoga, meditation,
mindful movement and other techniques to focus
inward on learning about myself. My experience
and confessions of many others tell me that going
inward can be powerfully healing. Even so, many
times I avoid it. I feel too busy; I don’t want to
face my discomfort. I think distraction works,
but I am just avoiding being conscious of it. My
body and beliefs are still contracted, making me
feel trapped and even more uncomfortable. Yet
why is seeking healing through self-awareness so
difficult, even after experiencing positive results?
I notice that adopting the right attitude helps;
the wrong attitude doesn’t. But even the words
right and wrong make me anxious and tense, so
I will restate this. The exact words are difficult
to find because they are in the conceptual mind.
Concepts are not feelings; a word for a feeling fit
likes a baseball cap on an elephant. So sometimes
finding the right attitude is really about being in
a certain state of mind or generalized feeling,
such as self-compassion, but it is not really a
top-down sort of process, i.e., “I order myself
to feel self-compassion”. The easiest way to get
into a healing state of mind is to be with others
who are in that state. Our limbic brains have the
ability to reflect or resonate with other limbic
brains, i.e., any other mammal. A healing state of
mind is the opposite of concentrating on words
and ideas, which unbalances brain activity. That
doesn’t mean concentrating is bad, just that it
isn’t a healing state of mind, which is when
communication is flowing easily between every
part of the brain with a tiny tinkling of activity.
In January I did a 6-hour Continuum
Movement class. Movement was definitely an
overstatement. I lay on quilts and pillows on

the floor, covered in a blanket. I did the sensing,
breathing, vocalizing and visualizing described
by the instructor, Cherionna Menzam. However,
when we paused in “open attention”, waiting
for the impulse to move to arise naturally, my
impulse was to lay still and sometimes fall
asleep. The next 2 days I felt amazingly well, but
then the pain, fatigue and brain fog returned. I
have continued to practice CM at home but, not
surprisingly, I am not doing it for 6 hours a day. I
manage an hour or less because I either fall asleep
or quit because my mind is wandering. It has
had some effect on my pain, my ability to relax
and have good night sleep, but it is very hard to
maintain a commitment to it. So the benefits have
been in proportion to the time I spend actually
doing CM.
I believe that the memorable result after the
workshop wasn’t just due to the 6 hours but
because of limbic resonance. It is just a theory,
but I think my brain was temporarily rewired
(maybe reconfigured would be a better term)
to match the brains around me. I know that
sounds very futuristic, but recent research on
neuroplasticity shows that this is definitely true
in other mammals. Just think of how your dog
knows that you are upset even if you think you
are hiding it.
On Saturday October 30th, Cherionna is
offering another one-day workshop, called
Continuum Movement: Living Skills for
Challenging Times. In her words, “Continuum
uses breath, sound, or movement, and awareness
to slow ourselves down, settle our nervous
system, and return to our original fluid nature. In
this one-day Continuum workshop, we rest into
a nurturing group field, where our tissues emerge
from the isolation of disease.”
More information, articles, videos at www.
cherionna.com. To register call Christine (250
388 7988 ) or email cknussmann@gmail.com.
Cost:$75 ($65 early bird). I hope to get a practice
group started after this workshop. ~ Lorraine

2 EASY "CREAMY"
CAULIFLOWER SOUPS
[ITALIAN OR CURRIED]

GLUTEN-FREE and optionally DAIRY-FREE
For both soups, use either HOT CHICKEN
STOCK OR WATER/VEGETABLE BROTH
to which you add a natural vegetarian BROTH
CUBE (e.g, Harvest Sun brand)
Break 1 HEAD OF CAULIFLOWER into florets
Steam or boil until half done, drain
Allow to dry and cool, while you:
Heat olive oil in a large pan,e.g, dutch oven
Saute 1-4 CLOVES MINCED GARLIC,
PEPPER FLAKES (¼ TSP or to your taste) and a
CHOPPED ½ SWEET/REGULAR ONION until
soft but not browned
If you are making the CURRIED OPTION, add
about 1 tsp (to taste) CURRY POWDER to heat
though
Add drained cauliflower pieces to pan, and allow
to saute a few minutes to heat
For the ITALIAN VERSION add 3 CUPS HOT
STOCK
For the CURRIED VERSION add 2 CUPS
STOCK and 1 CUP CANNED COCONUT
MILK
Simmer til the cauliflower is soft
Puree: either completely if you like it smooth, or
half way if you prefer texture.
Add SALT TO TASTE
ITALIAN VERSION: serve with CHOPPED
FRESH ITALIAN PARSLEY and [optional]
PARMESAN CHEESE
CURRIED VERSION: serve with a generous
sprinkle of CHOPPED FRESH CILANTRO and
GREEN ONION

PLEASE NOTE

At this time Canadian CFS patients are
prohibited from donating blood due to a
concern that the XMRV is linked to CFS
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UPCOMING EVENTS!
You are welcome to join us on June 30th for a lovely
Garden Party
The setting is peaceful, the flowers are beautiful and
the people are wonderful.
This is a good place to tell your stories and ask your questions.
Time: 2:00 pm & Place: 1908 Stanley Ave.
What to bring? A friend and snacks to share!
a
Sunny Summer Time Event
It’s barbeque season!
You and yours are welcome to join us
August 11th ~ 2:00 pm
1044 Willow St. (near the Monkey Tree Pub)
Things to bring are your sun glasses, hats and goodies to share!
We will see you there!
a
If you want any information on events please contact us at 370-2884 or
e-mail us at me.victoria@shaw.ca
See Kev’s photo galleries at http://kvincentphotography.ca
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